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i
n construction, organization translates directly into 
productivity. Being able to quickly locate the right 
tools and accessories and keeping them safely at the 
ready is a basic requirement of every project. When 
working at height enters the picture, safety takes on 
even greater importance. These manufacturers are 

truly thinking inside, outside, above and below the box.  

dewalt
DEWALT is feeding the storage desires of its loyal cus-

tomers with a new DEWALT rolling metal storage system. 
The two products include a 40-inch 5-Drawer Top Chest 
and a 40-inch 8-Drawer Roller Cabinet. Combined, the 
Top Chest and Roller Cabinet deliver up to 1,500 pounds 
of load capacity. End-user-requested features auto-return 
closing drawers, 100-pound-capacity ball bearing draw-
ers, 200-pound-capacity extra deep bottom drawers  
and fully extendable drawers.

“This new 40-inch box is designed to be durable 
and tough, featuring heavier gauge steel, extra-deep, 
200-pound capacity drawers and 10-3/8-deep top that 

fits a standing DeWalt drill with 
the ability to fully close the lid,” 
says product manager Valerie 
Dreher. “Knockouts in the back 
of the top lid allow power 
cords to run inside for battery 
charging, with the lid closed 
and locked.”

The model DWMT74433 Top Chest provides 9,096 
cubic inches of storage space with 10-3/8” deep top that 
stores a variety of power and hand tools for easy access. 
Specially designed gas struts hold the lid open, and open 
and close smoothly. Heavy-duty casters offer durability 
and easy movement. 

The model DWMT74434 Roller Cabinet features 12,896 
cubic inches of storage space. A 12-inch bottom drawer 
offers additional storage and a 200-pound capacity. The 
40-inch 5-Drawer Top Chest retails for $449.99 and the 
40-inch 8-Drawer Roller Cabinet retails for $549.99.

an
d

tool storage boxes up  
convenience, capacity and safety

DEWALT’S rolling metal 
storage system consists 
of stackable 40-inch base 
and top cabinets with 
drawer capacities of 100 
or 200 pounds, gas struts 
and heavy-duty casters.    

The Leader in Quality!

NEW 
ITEM CAULK WARMERS

(800) 822-8114  •  www.cox-applicators.com  •  sales@cox-applicators.com

Warming for:
Caulk  •  Window & Door Sealing Tape  •  Floor Tiles 

Insulating Foam Guns  •  Grease Cartridges 
Welding Rods  •  Gloves  •  Sealing Tape  •  Spray Foam Cans 

Gas Powered Nailers  •  Even Your Lunch!
Anything That Will Fit In The Bag!

Caulk Warmer  — Part #AC-001

Caulk Warmer Jr. — Part #AC-002

•   Heavy Duty/Waterproof 
Nylon Construction

•   Insulated, Patented 
Design

•  Low Energy Consumption

•   Retains Heat When 
Unplugged

12 VDC 100 Watt Inverter  
w/USB Part #AC-003

Keeps temperature 

sensitive products 

warm in cold weather.

“Competing metal storage systems retail for more than 
$1,200 and do not include the patented DEWALT features 
of auto-return closing drawers, 100-pound-capacity ball 
bearing drawers, 200-pound capacity extra-deep bottom 
drawers and fully extendable drawers,” Dreher adds. 

ergodyne
Focusing on how tool storage mechanisms can  

transport tools and hardware safely while at height is a 
growing issue in the safety world. Contractors are slowly 
recognizing that handling of tools and tool storage must  
be thoroughly thought-out to increase productivity while  
at the same time, minimize risk. 

Whenever work is occurring six feet above ground, 
workers must not only wear and use proper personal 
protective equipment (PPE) but also be trained and 
knowledgeable on at height risks. Not only for the worker 
at height but for the personnel and equipment below that 
may be struck by these tools in the event of a drop.

“Training is an important part of at height work. Before a 
tool lanyard is attached or a hoist bucket is topped, work-
ers must be trained on various components of Objects at 
Heights (O@H) safety solutions – from weight 
ratings to tool inspection and everything in 
between,” states Nate Bohmbach, product 
manager. “Ergodyne is at the forefront of 
developing these training solutions to ensure 
at heights safety for both workers and tools.” 

“But it doesn’t stop at training; using safe tool and 
gear storage is a must while working sky high. Ergodyne 
launched the Arsenal 5538 Topped Parts Pouch to  
tackle one of the main causes of dropped objects at 
heights — small parts and hardware that cannot be  
tethered. Featuring an innovative trap door design, the 
worker can store and access nuts, bolts and small tools 
without zipping, buckling or opening/closing the bag.”

The Arsenal canvas and tarpaulin Topped Parts Pouches from 
Ergodyne feature hands-free, self-closing trap door tops. Arsenal 
hoist buckets have a new anchoring D-ring on the top handle for 
more efficient hoisting.

BOHMBACH

tool boxes
pouches

CONTINUED ON PAGE 210
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KnaacK
“Contractors, regardless of trade specialty, need easy, 

controlled access to their tools and equipment,” begins 
Chris Filardi, Werner Co. vice president of marketing. “At 
KNAACK, we are continually looking for ways to provide 

convenience and protection — two factors 
that are critical to effectively managing a  
job site. Users need peace of mind  
knowing their most valuable 
tools are protected.”

KNAACK recently introduced two new 
chest lid features that are raising the indus-
try standard for job site equipment storage 
and protection. The proprietary 3-sided 

Easy Grip Lid and Anti-Slam features will make safely 
accessing and storing tools even easier for professional 
contractors and remodelers.

The new KNAACK 3-sided Easy Grip lid offers a continu-
ous ergonomic grip for increased ease of access, allowing 
workers to quickly and easily open their storage chest from 
nearly any angle. The KNAACK Anti-Slam Lid is gas strut 
supported, helping to regulate closing speed and ensuring 
user control when opening and closing the chest.

The 3-Sided Easy Grip feature now comes standard on 
all KNAACK chest models, while the Anti-Slam feature is 
available on all products, except models 36 and 32. Now 
popular KNAACK models, including STORAGEMASTER 
Chests and JOBMASTER Chests, include new industry 
leading features without an increase in costs.

“KNAACK job site storage chests offer a 
smart organizational solution for contractors 
who are interested in taking job site efficien-
cies to the next level. Maximum security, 
increased productivity and user safety are  
the cornerstone of the KNAACK brand.” 

For workers hoisting heavy tools, Ergodyne’s 
Arsenal 5760 Canvas Hoist Bucket is equipped 
with D-rings on the handle and rim for more  
efficient hoisting, anchoring and tethering  
capabilities. Along with the patented top, these 
hoist buckets can safety transport up to 150 
pounds (68kg) of equipment. 

stanley vidmar
“Known for engineered 

craftsmanship, Vidmar toolboxes 
are some of the most ergonomic, 
efficient and durable storage solu-
tions in the world today,” begins Tim 
Vaughan, vertical market manager, 
STANLEY Storage & Workspace 
Systems. “Consumers want choices 
geared to their specific require-
ments. Vidmar mobile and station-
ary toolboxes integrate seamlessly 
with work benches, 
overhead storage and 
containers to better 
fit with the end-user’s 
exact specifications.” 

For example, Vidmar modular tool 
storage units can be stacked in any 
configuration necessary and pieced 
together for additional layouts; and 
industrial toolboxes can be turned 
into custom mobile toolboxes with 
heavy-duty casters. 

Vidmar preconfigured and 
custom-configured toolboxes  
are backed by a limited lifetime  
warranty and are equipped with  
the largest storage capacity of  
any toolbox on the market. 

“The ultimate in adaptability, your 
toolbox can be outfitted with any 
number of accessories including 
work surfaces, back stops, vinyl 
mats, chase panels, any number 
of locking systems and more,” 
Vaughan adds. “Never has there 
been more choice than Vidmar  
tool storage. From concept to 
reality, custom-configured Vidmar 
toolboxes provide maximum flex-
ibility and added options tailored to 
specific solutions.” 

VAUGHAN

Knaack continues to 
think inside and outside 
of the (tool) box. Its 
most recent innovations 
include a proprietary 
3-sided Easy Grip Lid 
and finger-saving gas-
strut Anti-Slam lid as 
standard features on 
most of its products. 

www.dewalt.com
www.ergodyne.com
www.knaack.com
www.stanleyvidmar.com

 Learn more
FiLARDi

TM

i tape with 888-898-7834
www.itape.com | info@itape.com

STAYING WARM
H V A C  S O L U T I O N S  F O R

U L - L I S T E D  T A P E  •  C L O T H / D U C T  T A P E

Scan QR code to learn 
about HVAC solutions!

LEED® LEVEL 1 LEED® LEVEL 2

Vidmar professional stor-
age systems enable users 
to create fully customized 
solutions that now include  
Keyless Keypad locking 
systems, each of which 
can accept up to 25 
different user codes for 
unique user access.


